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MEDIA AESTHETIC FEATURES OF NEWSLETTERS
Marina Zagidullina
ABSTRACT:
In this paper, the author analyses an increasingly popular form of journalism
– newsletters. Journalistic (non-marketing) newsletters are considered from a
media aesthetic angle (following Manovich’s and Böhme’s understanding of the
aesthetic side of contemporary communication). The material of this article are
two American newsletters (Brain Pickings and The Hustle). Four media aesthetic
features are described: the template of newsletters (as a combination of usability
and attractiveness); the design of newsletters as a form of “aesthetic pleasure
of recognition” of media consumption); the personalization of newsletters’ style
(an “intimate” epistolary-like discourse); “the immersive style” of newsletters.
The “renaissance” of retro-forms of media consumption is analyzed from their
technological, cultural and psychological perspectives.
KEY WORDS:
Brain Pickings, informational behaviour, Maria Popova, media aesthetics, media
consumption, newsletters, Sam Parr, The Hustle

1 Introduction
The current situation with professional (or institutionally organized)
journalism in its “classical” forms is considered in this article in its
relationship with the present-time “crisis” (see, for example, the jubilee
issue of the highly-rated international research journal “Journalism”,
January 2019).1 But at the same time researchers appear to be not
attentive enough to popular “new old forms” of journalistic production
(such as newsletters, for example). It is difficult to collect research
literature on this type of journalistic interaction with “digital publics”, and
one can find just a few articles about the specific features of newsletters.
The proposal of this article is to contribute to the investigation of
contemporary newsletters as a relatively recent successful journalistic
form. The media aesthetic aspect of newsletters helps us understand the
reasons of their success in a dense media environment.

1

TUMBER, H., ZELIZER, B.: Special 20th Anniversary Issue: The Challenges
Facing Journalism Today. In Journalism, 2019, Vol. 20, No. 1, p. 5.
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1.1 Newsletters as a Subject of Research
Newsletters have been well researched as marketing tools (in the field
of economy and marketing). There are a number of manuals, practical
advices and research articles devoted to newsletters with respect to
their influence on mass consumption and users’ loyalty to brands. But
in journalism and in the mass communication field one cannot find
investigations concerning the revival of newsletters in contemporary
information exchanges. We can mention a few works that provide some
data on newsletters popularity. Firstly, one can findCharlotte Fagerlund’s
investigation (London School of Economics and Political Sciences).2
This researcher compiles the very first email-newsletters of the early
internet-era. She describes the trajectories of their development
and the main characteristics of newsletters as a journalistic channel.
Fagerlund demonstrates in her investigation how email itself has been
promoted from an “outdated technology” to “an efficient information
channel” during the 2010’s.3 Analyzing newsletters as a journalistic
tool, she stresses their specific features (following users’ and producers’
opinions): “less spam”, “people read more of your content”, “short and
digestible”, “a way to get around Facebook”, “easy”, “personal”, “mobile”,
“good target group for ads”. In this article, one can also find statistical
data and surveys of newsletters edited by the major USA newspapers.
In research literature, newsletters have become a subject of exploration

2

3

FAGERLUND, C.: Back to the Future – Email Newsletters as a Digital Channel
for Journalism. Released on the 1st of November 2016. [online]. [2019-04-29].
Available at: <http://www.lse.ac.uk/media@lse/Polis/documents/Back-tothe-future---Email-Newsletters-as-a-Digital-Channel-for-Journalism.pdf>.
It is useful to mention here some articles of the professional journalists (from
the article of Charlotte Fagerlund): STAMPER, J.: Is Social Networking Killing
Email? Released on the 30th of March 2011. [online]. [2019-04-29]. Available
at: <https://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/the-staggers/2011/04/emailatos-electronic>; CARR, D.: For Email Newsletters, a Death Greatly
Exaggerated. Released on the 29th of June 2014. [online]. [2019-04-29].
Available at: <https://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/business/media/
for-email-a-death-greatly-exaggerated.html>; FINLEY, K.: Sorry Ello, the Real
Anti-Facebook is Good Old Email. Released on the 25th of September 2015.
[online]. [2019-04-29]. Available at: <https://www.wired.com/2015/09/
sorry-ello-real-anti-facebook-good-old-email/>.
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as a part of national media systems. For example, Mandlenkosi Mpofu
analyzes the role of e-newsletters in the shaping process of Zimbabwe’s
public sphere.4 Some research is devoted to the specific characteristics of
newsletters as messages.5
1.2 Media Aesthetics as a Point of View in Media Research
One can find fruitful research work in the early 2000’s on the media
aesthetic approach to current communication generally (and to mass
communication, journalistic practices, in particular). The position of
Lev Manovich is especially important for our investigation: according to
him, “postmedia aesthetics” replaces the traditional view on aesthesis as
a general phenomenon. Nobody can use the term “Internet-aesthetics”
in its original sense, for example, because “Internet” is a space with
thousands of softwares, each of which has its own specific and particular
conditions of “human-machine” interactions. These conditions (and
conventions) determine the aesthetic features of this “postmedia
reality”. Manovich stresses that “site” and “email” are totally different
spaces with different rules and coordinates.6 Developing the thesis of
“postmedia aesthetics” relatively to newsletters, we can emphasize the
following: (1) the technical conditions relative to reading the newsletter
(i.e. how newsletters appear in the email-box, how the user can see
their content before opening them, how the newsletter authors compete
with other emails for the user’s attention), (2) the cultural “weight”
of newsletters (references to cultural backgrounds, traditions, “oldfashion” practices as a sort of bridge between “traditional” and “novel”
cultural practices) – this idea is especially important because the “email”
itself can be considered now as an “outdated” technology; (3) the design
of newsletters related to cultural practices (to keep the interest of users
despite the potentially boring repetitive appearance of the newsletter).
Gernot Böhme suggested the terms “atmospherity” and “affect” when
4
5

6

MPOFU, M.: Internet Public Spheres, Civil Society Organisations and the State
in the Zimbabwean Crisis: A Case Study of Kubatana. Net’s E-newsletters.
In African Journalism Studies, 2016, Vol. 37, No. 4, p. 25-44.
See: HARTEMO, M., SUOMI, R., HAKALA, U.: Towards Improved Performance:
A Model for Testing Email Newsletter Design. In Journal of Electronic
Commerce in Organizations (JECO), 2016, Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 1-16; KUMAR,
A., SALO, J.: Effects of Link Placements in Email Newsletters on Their Clickthrough Rate. In Journal of Marketing Communications, 2018, Vol. 24, No. 5,
p. 535-548.
MANOVICH, L.: Postmedia Aesthetics. [online]. [2019-04-29]. Available at:
<http://manovich.net/index.php/projects/post-media-aesthetics>.
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explaining current communication features.7 His ideas can shed light on
the nature of newsletters consumption, (they are related to the thesis of
“aesthetic pleasure of recognition”, based on Aristotelian Poetics.

2 The Material of Research: The Hustle and Brain Pickings
For this article, we chose two successful newsletters (USA): The Hustle
and Brain Pickings. These two newsletters are dissimilar, their audiences
are different, so the analysis of their features can be useful to understand
the reasons of their successes.
2.1 Brain Pickings: A Mono-Project
Brain Pickings is a “mono-project” by an American writer (with Bulgarian
origins) and blogger Maria Popova (born in 1984). She stresses the
singularity of her project when addressing to her public: “I spend
innumerable hours and tremendous resources on it each week, and every
little bit of support helps enormously.”8 Each week she prepares one long
story. The themes of her stories are mostly related to past “classical”
(or intellectual) European culture (the creativity of Austin, Dickinson,
Nietzsche, and so on), with some references to current cultural events
and projects related to what she tells in her story. Each story includes
many images, pictures, reproductions. All materials can be found on
Maria Popova’s site (https://www.brainpickings.org), but her main
access to the public is the newsletter (one email every week to 10 million
subscribers). Her project has been running since 2007 (when she started
to send a weekly email to seven of her friends).
2.2 The Hustle: A Team-Project
The Hustle is a “team-project” by Sam Parr (born in 1986) and his
occasional Airbnb host in San Francisco, John Havel. They started with
the Hustle Constartup (TED-like meetings on popular and hot business
topics), and then gradually realized that the emails (which they sent
to inform the participants of these conferences) had their own value:
“Emails allow us to scale quickly. It’s cheap, allows us to build an
7
8

See: BÖHME, G.: Atmosphäre: Essayszurneuen Ästhetik. Berlin : Suhrkamp
Verlag, 2013.
All quotations from newsletters are from the emails received by this article’s
author (remark by the author).
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audience, and it’s intimate.”9 In 2016, immediately after launching the
newsletter, they had 100000 subscribers. In 2019, celebrating the three
years jubilee of their project, The Hustle informed they had reached
one million subscribers. Their audience is “business-millennials”,
and the unique style of The Hustle can be described as an “informal
communication with bros”. The topics of The Hustle are related, among
other things, to the different aspects of current business, economy,
successful (and unsuccessful) projects. The subscriber of The Hustle can
read about an artificial “orgasm-tool” startup on one day, and about new
trends in education business – on the next day. This diversity allows the
founders of The Hustle to maintain the interest of million subscribers to
their newsletters.

3 Email-Box Constraints as a Stimuli of Media Aesthetics
of Newsletters
3.1 Organizing Newsletters Among Emails
Firstly, when speaking about media aesthetic features of newsletters,
one must stress the importance of the technological conditions of their
dissemination: it is in their electronic mail boxes, that subscribers can
find the “body” of the “fresh” newsletter. The reader using a smartphone10
can access her/his newsletters in two steps: she/he first opens his list
of “unread” mails (where she/he will only see one title or information
about the topic of this newsletter), and then she/he views the “body”
of the newsletter which is limited in size due to the small screen, with
miniature fonts and pictures, and which she/he will scroll down. Hence,
the media aesthetics of newsletters must match the following conditions:
the “body” of the text must be organized as a “narrow scrolling column”
allowing the reader to quickly “grasp” not only the main sense of this text
but also its main “mood” (intention, intonation). So the organization of
newsletters provides the order of the text viewing and reading. In Brain

BRACKEBUSH, J.: How the Hustle Built a 100,000 Subscriber Email Newsletter
for Millennial Bros. Released on the 1st of July 2016. [online]. [2019-04-29].
Available at: <https://digiday.com/social/hustle-built-100000-subscriberemail-newsletter-millennial-bros/>.
10 See investigation of C. Fagerlund: A big survey shows that nearly all users
open their email-boxes on their smartphones. The same researcher stresses
that people are “fed up” with apps which are not very useful and always need
too many actions to be opened (remark by the author).

9
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Pickings the title of the newsletter (that the subscriber can see in her/his
“unread mails”) always contains the name of the hero of this newsletter
(“Dickinson”, “Morrison”, “Seneca” and so on, see Picture 1).

Picture 1: Brain Pickings in the email-box: the title is a the subject

Source: The author’s email-box; the results of the search with “Brain Pickings”,
19th of April, 2019.

Maria Popova’s audience consists of people with high intellectual
standards and expectations, this is why her “motto” is “only meaningful
stories”. The Hustle uses a different strategy. They address their
intellectual product to the “millennials-bros” (and provide an informal
style of communication). Here, in the email-box, one can just about guess
the content of the “fresh” newsletter. Titles such as, for example, “Busy
bee-llionares”, “A deal lost at sea”, “The ol’bread and butter” and others,
“allude” to the main story but the latter cannot be fully “predicted” by
simply reading the title, see Picture 2.
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Picture 2: The Hustle in email-box: the title is the intrigue

Source: The author’s email-box; the results of the search with “The Hustle”, 19th
of April, 2019.

These two different strategies (to catch public attention through
intellectual stories or with intriguing pun-filled allusions) can be
considered as an aesthetic answer to the email-box constraints and
limitations: when the user reads the title (information on the subject)
she/he gets an impulse to be involved in the story. We are speaking
here of aesthetics (rather than semiotics, meanings, intellectual side of
this type of communication); in each of the two cases studied here we
observe an exploitation of the readers’ feelings and sensations. For Brain
Pickings it is an appeal to the feelings of love, belonging, moral suffering
and sadness (for example: “Remembering a dear friend, the story behind
one of the loveliest, profoundest poems ever written, what a mountain
teaches about time and transcendence”; the “-iest” suffixes provoke an
expectation of a touching story). For The Hustle, it is irony that hides the
important and triggering facts about the “hottest startups” and businessideas (and affairs also; see, for example: “A squeal of a deal” or “Oil!”).
When we read all the titles-subjects on one page (Pictures 1, 2) we can
feel what Gernot Böhme called the “atmosphere” of the newsletters, their
“spirit”. The “template” of newsletters is organized as a simple and open
tool that provides to the users fast pre-information about the newsletter’s
content and at the same time “an atmosphere” of the newsletters’ texts,
attracting thus the users’ attention.
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3.2 Design: Attractiveness of Recognition
The design of newsletters is related to the principle of an “aesthetic
pleasure of recognition”: the newsletter combines a “recognizable
design” (like a “retro-newspaper” where the same font as in the title is
used, the order of rubrics etc.) and the novelty of each issue is based on
the multimedia tools and on the elements of their content. When she/he
opens the newsletter in her/his email-box, the user can see a picture (see
Picture 3). The Hustle minimizes its own title and always uses the same
organization of the newsletters’ headlines: an advertising (mentioning
brands and sponsors), a GIF-animation, which is related to the “intrigue”
of the title but does not provide a clear explanation of the article’s topic,
and finally the full title of the text (discovering the intrigue). The GIFs
become a “visiting-card” of the newsletter: each time they need to be
“guessed upon”, they function as a “retro-caricature” helping users to
understand the “second level of meaning” of the text. The Brain Pickings
always starts with a title and a direct speech by its’ creator, Maria Popova
(with her portrait). After this speech (asking for a donation) one can
read the full title of the journalistic material and, after scrolling down,
see the first picture. Here, we can also see how the organization of the
newsletter depends on the email-box technical conditions: The Hustle
uses its smart GIFs to get the reader involved in the consumption of the
texts, while Brain Pickings stresses the importance and uniqueness of its
production (asking for a donation first), and only after scrolling down
can the user see the illustrations and the other parts of the text. In both
cases, the newsletters organize their material by including a picture (or
chart, or other non-textual fragment or image) in each of the “screenscrolling” steps. This strategy supports the users’ interest and motivates
them to further scroll down the letter.
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Picture 3: The Hustle and Brain Pickings: recognizing elements
Source: The author’s email-box, 19th of April, 2019.

3.3 Personalization of Newsletters’ Style
Sam Parr described email communication as “intimate”, and this is
significant for the newsletters’ style. The name of the subscriber appears
in each of Maria Popova’s newsletters (even if the user knows that the
naming is an algorithm work and this is all part of Popova’s “intimate
strategy”). The texts of The Hustle sometimes (not often) start with “Hey,
gang” or similar expressions. The personalization of the newsletters’
style is also embodied in their “paratext” (which groups some elements
of the newsletters’ design and is a sort of “frame” of the content). For
example, at the end of each issue of The Hustle one can find a link for
unsubscribing: “Never want to hear from us again? Break our hearts and
unsubscribe”. In Brain Pickings, it is stressed that the donation is a way to
obtain extra opportunities (“the privileged readers”). In The Hustle, one
can be a paying subscriber (and she/he will become “an ambassador” of
the project). It is important for both projects to constantly personalize
the authors of newsletters (Maria Popova, as it was mentioned above,
uses her portrait – a drawing – in each issue; The Hustle does the same
at the end of each newsletter – see Picture 4). On the third anniversary
of The Hustle the GIF-animation was devoted to the whole team – smiling
and positive faces (drawing-like pictures, see Picture 5).
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Picture 4: The Hustle and Brain Pickings’ faces
Source: The author’s email-box, 19th of April, 2019.

Picture 5: The Hustle’s team celebrates 3 years of the newsletter
Source: The author’s email-box, 19th of April, 2019.

Conclusion – Immersivity: How Tocreate “Anatmosphere”
and to Support Permanent Interest
Immersion or immersivity as a goal of mass-media production was well
described in the early 2010-s.11 Applying the term “immersivity” to our
material, we can suppose that the email channel opens the opportunity to
reanimate “outdated” ways of communication (“mass media” approach)
in this type of “interpersonal communication”. These communication
tactics were quite popular during mass media past history. The new
features of the same tactics can now be described as a combination
of technically advanced design and “vintage” style communication.
11 See the bibliography of this topic: NOVIKOVA, A. A., KIRIJA, I. V.:
Transformations of Journalism in the Context of Cultural and Communicative
Practices. In BEREZHNAYA, M. (ed.): Estetikaz hurnalistiki. Sankt-Peterburg :
Aleteja, 2018, p. 39-52.
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“Immersivity” (or even “dependence” to this or that media consumption)
works because “old-fashion” technologies can be accepted as “topfashion”. An email-box, where the user can find what she or he likes, is a
“material evidence” of connectivity and inclusion in “common life”, and
at the same time the way to organize one’s personal and unique world.
When reading and watching the newsletter, the user gets an experience
of total immersion (she/he becomes completely involved in the text).
Traditional newspapers always used this approach (in analytical
articles, for example, with a detailed investigation of the topic). But in
“paper newspapers” many articles competed for the reader’s attention.
In newsletters, there is one story and one plot (and even if there are
several stories, they are combined by a special style which provides the
immersivity effect). Analyzing newsletters, one can see how this style is
“made” from the retro-aesthetic of mass-media, which is reanimated in
these “column-like” texts and images in the subscribers’ email-boxes.
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